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Disentanglement of the Electronic and Lattice Parts of the Order Parameter
in a ID Charge Density Wave System Probed by Femtosecond Spectroscopy
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We report on the high resolution studies of the temperature (T) dependence of the q = 0 phonon
spectrum in the quasi-one-dimensional charge density wave (CDW) compound Ko.3Mo03 utilizing timeresolved optical spectroscopy, Numerous modes that appear below Tc show pronounced T dependences of
their amplitudes, frequencies, and dampings. Utilizing the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory we
show that these modes result from linear coupling of the electronic part of the order parameter to the 2kF
phonons, while the (electronic) CDW amplitude mode is overdamped.
DOl: 1O.1103IPhysRevLett.lOS.066402

Femtosecond optical spectroscopy is becoming an important tool for investigation of the so-called strongly
correlated systems due to its intrinsic ability to determine
the interaction strengths between various degrees of freedom which lead to fascinating phenomena like superconductivity or giant magnetoresistance. Low dimensional
charge density wave (CDW) systems, with their inherently
mUlticomponent order parameter (modulation of carrier
density is accompanied by the modulation of the underlying lattice) present no exception, In the past decade or so
various one- and two-dimensional CDWs have been
studied by time-resolved optical [1---6] as well as photoemission [7,8] techniques. The initial focus of research was
in identifying various components in the observed photoinduced transients with the corresponding ones obtained by
standard time-averaging spectroscopic techniques, as well
as in coherent control of the collective modes [9]. Recently
it was shown that photoexcitation with an intense optical
pulse can nonthermally drive the phase transition from the
low temperature CDW state to a metastable state, characterized by a suppressed carrier modulation with the lattice
remaining nearly frozen [6]. This observation has an important implication for the understanding of ultrafast relaxation processes in this class of materials, and, as we will
show, for the general understanding of the cooperative
phenomena leading to the appearance of the CDW state
and the nature of their collective excitations.
In this Letter we present high resolution studies of
T-dependent time-resolved reflectivity dynamics in a prototype quasi-ID CDW material Ko.3Mo03' The high sensitivity achieved in this experiment enabled us to measure
the T evolution of the low frequency phonons with unprecedented resolution. We were able to show that not only the
1. 68 THz (57 cm - 1) mode, that is commonly assigned to
the collective amplitude mode (AM) of the CDW, shows
softening upon increasing T towards Tc = 183 K, the

PACS numbers: 71.4S.Lr, 72.1S.Nj, 78.47.J-

phase transition to the normal metallic state. Qualitatively the same softening is observed also for a number
of phonon modes that appear below Tc. The frequencies of
these modes correspond well to the phonon frequencies at
the 2kF modulation vector as observed by neutron experiments [10,11], and are shown to result from the linear
coupling of the electronic part of the order parameter
(EOP), .1, to 2kF phonons. Utilizing the time-dependent
Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) model we were able to account
for the T dependence of mode frequencies, dampings, and
their amplitudes. Surprisingly, the coupling strengths to the
EOP of all the modes that show softening is nearly the
same. The analysis suggests that in Ko.3Mo03 the nonadiabatic regime is realized, where electronic modulation
does not adiabatically follow the lattice. The amplitude
mode of the EOP, describing the initial recovery of the
electronic density modulation, is shown to be an overdamped mode whose damping time diverges as 1.11- 2 .
We studied the T dependence of the PI reflectivity
dynamics in single crystals of blue bronze Ko.3Mo03
using an optical pump-probe technique. A commercial
Ti:sapphire amplifier producing 40 fs laser pulses at A =
800 nm (photon energy of 1.55 eV) at a 250 kHz repetition
rate was used as a source of both pump and probe pulse
trains. The probe laser beam (B) was polarized either along
the chain direction (b) or along the perpendicular (102)
direction [12], while the pump beam was always polarized
at an angle of 45 with respect to the probe polarization.
The induced changes in reflectivity CR) were recorded
utilizing a fast-scan technique, enabling high signal-tonoise levels. The excitation fluence was kept at
30 /.d/cm2 , well below the non linear regime [6], yet resulting in a large photoinduced reflectivity change, enabling the dynamic range of the signal of = 104 .
Figure 1(a) presents the induced reflectivity transients
taken at 10 K with B 11 b (data for B .l b are shown in
0
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FIG . I (color online ). (a) Transient chan ge in refl ecti vity of
KO.3 Mo0 3 with E 11 b at 10 K following photoexcitation with a
40 fs lase r pul se. Dashed line is the fitt ed e lectroni c tran sient.
Inset: blowup of the response near 250 ps. (b) The FFT spectrum (amplitude) of the coherent parts of the signals, compared
to the recent Raman data (gray) from Ref. [ 14]. (c) The
T dependence of the corresponding FFT spectrum in the range
between 1- 6 THz.

routine on the residual signal to extract the data on the
next most intense mode. The T dependence of the seven
lowest frequency modes is shown in Fig. 2(b). We see that
three modes in this frequency range show pronounced
softening as T -+ To while the frequencies of four very
narrow modes at 1.36, 1.72, 2.23, and 2.58 THz remain
constant within the experimental accuracy. The frequencies of the most intense modes at 1.68, 2.22, and 2.55 THz,
match well with the modes at 2kF as seen in neutron
experiments [ 10, II ]- see Fig. 2( a). These observations
suggest that these modes, observed in time-resolved experiments as well as in Raman (both probing at q = 0),
originate from some type of "zone folding" mechanism, as
argued earlier [4,6,14]. As we show below, this " folding "
can be naturally explained by considering linear coupling
of the EOP with the 2kF phonons.
The CDW transition in K(uMo03 (space group C2/m) ,
is characterized by the modulation wave vector (l, YJ ,
- 0.5) which corresponds to the vector k3 of the Brillouin
zone (BZ) in Kovalev's notation [ 15]. This vector is the
non-Lifshitz point of the BZ and describes the appearance
of an incommensurate structural and e lectron density
modulation; the modulation is incommensurate down to
the lowest T with YJ approaching 0.75 [12]. Vector k3
belongs to the two-arms star of the wave vector with prongs
transforming one to another via inversion (Ko.3Mo03 retains the inversion symmetry in the CDW phase [16]).
Therefore, the small group has two elements and two
irreducible representations and the CDW phase transition
is characterized by the two component order parameter.
The order parameter can be represented by a complex
number 11 = 111 + i11 2' where 111 and 112 are the real
3

3

[13]). The transient can be decomposed into an electronic
part, which shows a biexponential decay with time scales
7 1 = 0.2 ps and 72 = 5 ps [6], and a coherent part whose
Fourier transform, obtained by the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) analysis, is shown in panel (b). The FFT shows
numerous frequency components which can be attributed
to the coherently excited phonon modes [1,4,6]. Most of
the observed modes are seen also in Raman [14]; however,
the far superior dynamic range and frequency resolution
(= 0.1 cm - I) of the data obtained by the time-resolved
technique enables detailed study of their T dependence.
Figure l(c) shows the T dependence of the corresponding FFT spectrum. Most of the modes are seen only below
Tc implying that these modes result from the symmetry
breaking in the CDW phase. Noteworthy, not only the
1.68 THz mode, which is commonly referred to as the
amplitude mode of the CDW, but also numerous higher
frequency modes show comparable softening as T -+ TC'
To analyze the T dependence or Ihe modes we fit the FFT
data with a slim or damped oscill ators. To do so, we first (it
the mode that has the strongest amplitude, subtract the
resulting fit from the raw data, and perform the same
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FIG. 2 (color OIiline). (a) Phonon dispersion in (I , 'Y/, - 0.5)
direction at 230 K- reproduced from Ref. [ 10]. The dashed line
corresponds to the COW modulation wave vector, while the solid
line is the expected dispersion of the LA mode at T » Tc'
(b) The T dependence of selected phonon modes: measured 11
and r /2 7T (solid symbols and bars) fi t with the model (so lid lines
and shaded areas)- see also [ 13]. The values of Kl11t (in units
THz 3 ) obtained from th e fit are show n. The frequencies (clampings) of the infrared modes at 6 K from Ref. [ 16] are shown by
solid black symbols.

and imaginary parts, and I~I = (~r + ~~)J/2. Since below
Te different modes appear at q = 0 we include in the
thermodynamic potential the modes coupled linearly to
the order parameter. Such a procedure does not make sense
if one considers the thermodynamical properties of the
system only. When discussing the dynamical properties
of the system, such as the normal modes, these terms
have to be included, as discussed in Ref. [17]. Therefore
we define ~I.2 as a purely EOP associated with the 2kF
carrier density modulation. It is in general linearly coupled
with any lattice displacement at 2kF which transforms as
the 7J representation of the small group. Deformations
belonging to 4, 6, 8kF may be coupled only to the higher
orders of the EOP and are therefore not included. In the
strictly incommensurate case, when the phase transition is
associated with a non-Lifshitz wave vector, the higher
order invariants are also absent (the thermodynamic potential does not depend on the phase of the order parameter
[18,19]). The resulting thermodynamic potential can be
written as

(1)

Here <Po corresponds to the high-T phase, a, f3 > 0 are the
standard GL constants, g 1.2 are generalized coordinates of
displacements which transform as 7J representations of the
small group. !la is the frequency of the vibrational mode at
T » Tea, where Tea is the bare critical temperature (in the
absence of coupling to the lattice) and m describes the
strength of the coupling between the mode and the EOP.
Here we assume that the effective mass of the mode is
equal to 1. To minimize <p we choose the following (equilibrium) solution: g~O) = ~~o) = 0, ~~o) = .Ja(Te - T)/ f3
m !J. (0)

(0)

and gJ

=

ni . The observable Te is renormalized due to
o

the coupling with the displacement and is given by Te
T cO

=

+ ~.
For the illustrative purpose we include only one
o

mode coupled to the EOP, but the result can be generalized
to all same symmetry modes at 2kF that are coupled to ~J,2
linearly [13].
Let us now consider the equations of motion of the EOP
and the phonon mode assuming small fluctuations near
their equilibrium positions, i.e., ~ J,2(t) = ~ ;~~ + XJ,2(t)
and gJ,2(t) = gi~~ + YJ,2(t). We can assume the electronic
mode to be overdamped, since the frequency of the bare
mode w = .J21~1 lies above the gap for single particle
excitations, as in the case of a spin density wave [12]. The
equations for the real parts of the order parameter (Xl> YJ),
describing the overdamped amplitude mode of the electronic channel and the Raman active lattice vibration,
respectively, are

XJ

=

-2Ka(Te - T

+ 2:~5)XJ - KmYJ

(2)

YJ = -!l5YJ - mXl>
J
Kbeing the analog of the friction coefficient. Similar
analysis for the infrared modes [16,20] is presented in [13].
The general solution of Eqs. (2) can be found in the form of
XJ = aJ exp(AJt) andYJ = hJ exp(AJt) resulting in a cubic
equation for AJ:
A} + 2Ka(Te - T +

2:~5)Ar + !l5 AJ
+ 2KaD5(Te - T)

=

O.

(3)

At T = Te it follows that Ail) = 0, indicating that the
relaxation time for the EOP diverges, while Ai2,3)

=

±ino~1 - (Km2/2n6f -~. The mode frequency
n(21TV) = Im(A J) and damping r = Re(A J) at T = Te
exactly correspond to the values of the matching infrared
mode [13]. Indeed, for both 2.22 and 2.55 THz modes, we
find that the mode frequencies near Te match well the
frequencies of the infrared modes, discussed in Ref. r16]
using a similar scenario [16,20].
The above model describes both adiabatic and nonadiabatic limits. In the adiabatic limit, when r EOP » no, the
phonon mode is a true soft mode with no --+ 0 at Te-see
[13]. In the intermediate (nonadiabatic) case, however, n
shows softening only until r EOp = no, while in the vicinity of the phase transition !l can also increase. The
solutions of Eq. (3) for the intermediate case are shown
in insert to Fig. 3(a). Indeed, in the entire class of materials
r EOp = no, with damping of the fast electronic component showing critical slowing down towards Te [1,3,5]see Fig. 3(a). This suggests, that the fast electronic decay
process can be identified as the overdamped mode of the
EOP.
Using this simple model we were able to fit the
T dependence of !l and r for the three most intense
phonon modes-see Fig. 2(b). The agreement between
the measured frequencies (symbols) and n's from the
model (solid lines) is nearly perfect. A very good agreement is also found between the measured (error bars) and
model (shaded areas) damping constants. Given the simplicity of the model, assuming a GL T dependence of I~ j2
over the entire T range, the fact that other processes (e.g.,
dephasing) can also contribute to the damping, the agreement is excellent. It is noteworthy that the coupling
strengths mi between the EOP and the three most intense
phonons [see Eqs. (1)-(3)], obtained by fitting to the
model, are nearly identical-see Fig. 2(b).
Figure 3(b) shows the T dependence of mode amplitudes, normalized to their low temperature value. All
modes that show pronounced softening near Te show
very similar T dependence of amplitude, which can be
well explained within our model. Assuming that the order
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The measured T dependence of the
fast electronic damping showing critical slowing down at Tc' The
inset shows the model simulation with one mode linearly
coupled to the EOP, where the solid line (shaded area) represent
the phonon mode frequency (damping), while the dashed line
represents the damping of the overdamped EOP. (b) The
T dependence of normalized amplitudes of modes that show
softening. It follows well the expected 1~12 T dependence
(dashed line).
parameter is small we can expand the dielectric constant
near the CDW phase transition in powers of the order
parameter ~1,2 and variables ~I.2 [21]:
E(k

=

0)

+ Cl(~T + ~~)
+ C2(~I~1 + ~26) +....

= EO

(4)

Here EO is the dielectric constant of the high- T symmetric
phase, and Cl and C2 are real constants (linear terms in the
expansion are not allowed by symmetry). It follows that the
induced change in the displacement (~1,2) should result in a
change in E (or R) that is proportional to ~I.2' However,
since the change in the displacement is itself proportional
to the EOP, the mode amplitude-as determined by the
time-resolved experiment-should follow the 1~12
T dependence. The data are indeed well fit to the GL
T dependence of 1~lbL ex (Tc - T)/T. Amplitudes of the
weak satellite modes, which show nearly no T dependence
of frequency, are, however, found to show a substantially
faster decrease with T [13]. This suggests that the satellite
modes are either q = 0 modes, which are amplified below
Tc due to coupling to the neigh boring "folded" modes
(like 2.23 and 2.58 THz modes), or are the result of a higher
order coupling to the EOP (1.72 and 1.36 THz modes) [13].
In conclusion, high resolution T dependence studies of
photoinduced reflectivity changes in the quasi-l D CDW
compound Ko.3Mo03 enabled us to track the T dependence
of the coherently generated phonon modes with unprecedented sensitivity. Numerous modes that appear below Tc,
and show comparable softening as Tc is approached, are
observed. By applying TDGL analysis we were able to
show that these modes are a result of the linear coupling of
the EOP to the 2kF phonons where the EOP does not
adiabatically follow the lattice modulation. This interpretation presents an alternative to the fluctuation scenario

[10,22], answering the long standing question why no
phonon shows full softening near Tc in this class of materials. The fact that a fast electronic dynamics, whose decay
time diverges near Tc ' is observed in many CDW compounds [1,3,5] lead us to identify this mode as the overdamped (electronic) amplitude mode. The disentanglement
of the electronic and lattice parts of the order parameter on
the very short time scale, demonstrated here for the CDW
systems, could be, however, operational in a broader class
of materials undergoing structural phase transitions.
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